As mentioned in the main text, the optimization of gene KO experiment in REDUCE is performed separately for each set of edge separatoids S q (q = 1, 2, 3). For each S q , we employ genetic algorithm (GA) to find the optimal sets V KO and E T,q (V KO ). Below we provide the pseudocode for the implementation of GA in REDUCE.
A.1 Genetic algorithm for optimizing V KO given S q
Input: S q Output: V KO Parameters: pop_size (population size, default 100), num_gen (number of generations, default 50) 1) Set the initial population of V KO to S q and set the generation count to 0 2) While generation count is less than or equal to num_gen a) For each V KO in the population, compute the number of edges in E T,q (V KO ) (see Section A.2) b) Sort the population of V KO based on the number of edges in E T,q (V KO ) c) Select the top pop_size V KO from the population as parents d) Mate the parent population to generate pop_size number of offsprings (see Section A.3) e) Mutate the offspring population (see Section A.4) f) Combine the parent and offspring population of V KO g) Increase generation count by 1
A.2 Calculation of the cardinality of E T,q (V KO )
Input: S q , V KO Output: the number of edges in E T,q (V KO ) Parameters: max_ko (maximum number of genes in V KO ), essential_set (the set of genes to be excluded from V KO ) 1) If the number of genes in V KO is larger than max_ko, then set output to 0. 2) If V KO contains any gene in essential_set, then set output to 0. 3) Set count to 0 4) For each (i, j) 1) Convert each offspring V KO to a binary string 2) For each V KO string a) For every element in a V KO string i) Take a random number between 0 and 1 from a uniform distribution ii) If the random number  mut_rate, then flip the corresponding value of the element (from 1 to 0, or from 0 to 1) b) Convert the string back to V KO 3) Return the population of mutated offspring V KO
B. Iterative Inference Procedure with Multiplexing
When multiplex assay (e.g. RNA sequencing) is available, we can analyze a large number of samples in parallel. Figure S1 below describes the modified iterative network inference, which allows the use of multiplex technology. In contrast to the original iterative procedure described in the main text, in each iteration we perform REDUCE in a loop without ensemble bound update to generate a series of {V * KO,l }, corresponding to optimal gene KO combinations with non-increasing N(E T,q (V * KO,l )). This step is illustrated in the inner loop in Figure S1 . The loop is performed until the set of uncertain edges that have not been accounted among the optimal designs thus far is exhausted or until no feasible solution can be found or until a desired number of KO experiments are generated. If only a subset of the generated series {V * KO,l } can be handled in a given iteration, then one should perform the KO experiments prescribed by {V * KO,l } in increasing order of l (l = 1, 2, …, L). We applied the modified iterative procedure to the 100-gene gold standard networks from DREAM4 network inference challenge, in the same manner described in Section 3.3 of the main text. We implemented the iterations with increasing cardinality of V KO , starting with V KO containing only 1 gene (i.e. double KO experiments). We performed REDUCE in a loop until no feasible solution could be found. Subsequently, we used GeneNetWeaver to generate the data for all experiments prescribed by {V * KO,l } and {E T,q (V * KO,l )}, emulating the use of multiplex assay. The ensemble bounds update was done as described in the main text using the generated data. We carried out the iterations until G U and G L converged. Similar to the results of applying the original iterative procedure, the modified scheme produced a unique network using up to 3 gene KOs. Again, for network 2, we only needed double gene KOs. As illustrated in Figure S2 , the identified GRN structures were of similar accuracy in comparison to those from the original procedure. As expected, the modified procedure with multiplex assay was able to reduce the number of iterations (~5 fold decrease) using similar number of KO experiments (see Table S1 ). 1  34  48  7  46  41  2  21  22  5  25  22  3  55  106  10  113  57  4  80  120  14  107  64  5  54  77  11  100  57 
